The Start of a Great Build

Trubord Rated Sheathing.

Exceptional Value for today’s builders.

Build Better! Reduce Costs! Grow Profits!

www.norbord.com/na
We asked builders what they wanted in structural sheathing panels and they told us they needed:

- A quality product to reduce construction costs and shortened cycle times
- A solid warranty
- Wood fiber sourced from responsibly managed forests
- Identification on the panel and the unit to show quality products being used
- Able to withstand minor construction delays
- A cost that provides real value to the builder and homebuyer
- Acceptance by building codes and industry standards

**Trubord meets these expectations!**

- Trubord provides the quality and performance to reduce costs and cycle times
- Trubord comes with a 25 Year Limited Warranty
- Trubord panels have a new edge color for easy identification by builders and homebuyers
- Trubord panels install easily with less wear and tear on tools and equipment
- Trubord engineered OSB optimizes a new resin formulation, and utilizes a new quality control protocol
- Trubord delivers true value to builders competing in today’s housing market
- Trubord carries the APA rated sheathing grade stamp on every panel assuring quality is built into every panel and acceptance by North American building codes

**Trubord stands out in the structural sheathing crowd.**

**Installation:** Please refer to the APA Design/Construction Guide E30V, local building codes, or your engineer/designers requirements.
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**Build Better!  Reduce Cost!  Grow Profits!**
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